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IFRS – melyikről beszélünk ?

Iron Fists Reign Supreme ?

Indian Financial Reporting Standard?

Integrated Fiscal Reporting System?

International Financial Reporting Standards!



IFRS today

IFRS 17 brief overview

1. Scope

2. Level of aggregation

3. Fulfilment CFs

4. CSM/BBA/VFA

5. PAA

6. Presentation

7. Transition 

IFRS17 Intro
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IASB (International Accounting Standards Board) & TRG 
(Transition Resource Group)

1. TRG had five meetings – they do not plan more. 
https://www.ifrs.org/groups/transition-resource-group-for-insurance-
contracts/#about

2. IASB has monthly meeting – they investigated IFRS 17 six times
https://www.ifrs.org/groups/international-accounting-standards-board/

3. The main message of the meetings: high hurdle for change. (No 
appetite for significant change to keep the deadline.)

4. Annual improvement vs Exposure draft (one-time amendment) 
The exposure draft of proposed amendments to IFRS 17 is 
expected to be published at the end of June 2019.

Őszi iskola óta történt fejlemények

https://www.ifrs.org/groups/transition-resource-group-for-insurance-contracts/#about
https://www.ifrs.org/groups/international-accounting-standards-board/


EU endorsement and EFRAG (European Financial Reporting 
Advisory Group)

1. EU has not yet accepted the Standard (EU endorsement)
https://www.efrag.org/Endorsement

2. EFRAG  (European Financial Reporting Advisory Group) 
provides technical expertise to the EC and coordinate within EU 
the development of views; https://www.efrag.org/

3. IAA (International Actuarial Association) will provide a detailed 
educational document – now this is under development, the 
draft version was published. 
https://www.actuaries.org/iaa/IAA/Publications/IANs/IAA/Publications/inter
national_actuarial_notes.aspx

Őszi iskola óta történt fejlemények

https://www.efrag.org/Endorsement
https://www.efrag.org/
https://www.actuaries.org/iaa/IAA/Publications/IANs/IAA/Publications/international_actuarial_notes.aspx


Őszi iskola óta történt fejlemények
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Area Proposed amendment Priority

Scope of loans with insurance cover 5

Scope of credit cards with embedded insurance cover 4

Transitional requirements for loans with insurance cover 5

Initial recognition Clarify terminology in paragraph 28 of IFRS 17. 5

Clarify paragraph 27 to include those relating to contracts issued and ‘expected to be issued’. 3

Amend requirements for acquisition cash flows related to anticipated future renewals outside the contract boundary (and related amendments). 1

Disclosure requirements arising out the proposed amendment on acquisition cash flows related to anticipated future renewals 3

Risk adjustment for non-financial risk Clarify words related to risk adjustment to avoid the risk of double accounting. 4

Clarify coverage period for contracts with direct participating features. 1

Amortisation of the contractual service margin for contracts under the general model that include an investment return service (and related amendments). 1

Disclosure requirements arising out of the proposed amendment on amortisation of the contractual service margin 1

Recognise on inception a gain on reinsurance held when recognising a loss on onerous underlying insurance contracts that are covered by reinsurance contracts held that cover losses on a proportionate basis (and related amendments).2

Risk mitigation exemption expanded to reinsurance held for insurance contracts with direct participation features. 2

Presentation of Insurance contracts Separate presentation of portfolios of assets and portfolios of liabilities. 2

Disclosures Clarify wording in the sensitivity analysis disclosure. 4

1 year deferral of effective date of IFRS 17 to 1 January 2022. 1

Temporary exemption to IFRS 9 extended to 1 January 2022. 5

Classification of claims incurred acquired prior to transition under the modified retrospective approach and fair value approach. 2

Prospective application of risk mitigation option from transition date. 2

When risk mitigation option is elected, application of the fair value approach on transition if specified criteria are met 2

Consequential amendment to IFRS 3 to be applied prospectively. 5

Exclusion of business combinations under common control from IFRS 17 requirements. 5

Revise wording in IFRS 9, IFRS 7 and IAS 32 to achieve intended scope of these standards and IFRS 17. 5

Update IASB illustrative Example 9 in IFRS 17 with an explanation. 4

Business Combinations

Other proposed amendments

Scope

Insurance acquisition cash flows

Contractual Service Margin

Reinsurance Contracts held

Effective date

Transition



• 1 year deferral of effective date of IFRS 17 to 1 January 2022

• Amend requirements for acquisition cash flows related to anticipated 
future renewals outside the contract boundary (and related 
amendments)

• Clarify coverage period for contracts with direct participating features

• Amortization of the contractual service margin for contracts under the 
general model that include an investment return service (and related 
amendments)

• Disclosure requirements arising out of the proposed amendment on 
amortization of the contractual service margin

Őszi iskola óta történt fejlemények
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• Recognize on inception a gain on reinsurance held when recognising a 
loss on onerous underlying insurance contracts that are covered by 
reinsurance contracts held that cover losses on a proportionate basis 
(and related amendments)

• Risk mitigation exemption expanded to reinsurance held for 
insurance contracts with direct participation features

• Separate presentation of portfolios of assets and portfolios of 
liabilities

• Classification of claims incurred acquired prior to transition under the 
modified retrospective approach and fair value approach

• Prospective application of risk mitigation option from transition date

• When risk mitigation option is elected, application of the fair value approach 
on transition if specified criteria are met

Őszi iskola óta történt fejlemények
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Actuarial Society.  Members of the IFRS Working Group presented their own views. The slides cannot 
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Contracts with 
direct participation feature 
(previously: variable fee approach)



1. Recap

2. Eligibility criteria

3. Additional considerations

4. Products in scope

DPF/VFA
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Recap
From previous MAT Autumn School Nov 2017



For contracts with direct participation features

Three eligibility criteria at inception (to be evaluated per 
policy):

1. the contractual terms specify that the policyholder 
participates in a share of a clearly identified pool of 
underlying items

2. the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an amount 
equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns on the 
underlying items

3. the entity expects a substantial proportion of any change in 
the amounts to be paid to the policyholder to vary with the 
change in fair value of the underlying items

VFA - Scope

Ref.: Appendix A, B101-108



CSM treatment BBA/GMM VFA

Changes in economic
assumptions

Reported in P&L or 
OCI

CSM is adjusted for the 
changes in variable fee*

Changes in operating 
assumptions

Future coverage: adjust the CSM
Past or current services: recognized in P&L

Interest accretion Accreted at locked in 
rate

Accretion at current 
rate implicitly 

VFA – different treatment from BBA 

• Reduce volatility in P&L by adjusting the CSM
• Variable fee is equal to entity's expected share of returns on 

underlying items, less any expected cash flows that do not vary 
with the underlying items.

• Initial recognition is the same as in general model, only 
subsequent recognition is different

*unless risk mitigation measures, as defined by the standard are in place and the company opt 
for not recognising the changes in the CSM 15



VFA Eligibility criteria
A more detailed look on the standard, possible
interpretation and questions



Criteria 1: the contractual terms specify that the policyholder 
participates in a share of a clearly identified pool of underlying 
items

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 1 - Standard

„Contractual terms”
Contractual terms include all terms in a contract, explicit or
implied (by law or regulation). [§2]

„Underlying item”
The pool of underlying item can be any item, for instance assets held 
by the insurer, a specified index fund not held by the insurer, 
performance of the insurance entity as a whole or for specific
portfolios. [§ B106]

Ref.: §2, B106



Criteria 1: the contractual terms specify that the policyholder 
participates in a share of a clearly identified pool of underlying 
items

„Share of a clearly identifiable pool”
The contract shall mention which part of the underlying item is to be 
shared with the policyholder.
The part to be shared can be ‘discretionary’, but the link to the
underlying item shall be still enforceable by the policyholder. 
Enforceable means that if disputes arise, the policyholder is expected 
to be able to enforce payment by conducting a lawsuit against the 
insurer. [§ B105, 2]

Ref.: §2, B105

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 1 - Standard



Criteria 1: the contractual terms specify that the policyholder 
participates in a share of a clearly identified pool of underlying 
items

„Share of a clearly identifiable pool”
Examples for not meeting the criteria:
• an entity can change the underlying items that determine the 

amount of the entity’s obligation with retrospective effect
• no underlying items identified, even if the policyholder could be 

provided with a return reflects the entity’s overall performance
(crediting rate or dividend payment)

[§ B106]

Ref.: B106

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 1 - Standard



Criteria 1: the contractual terms specify that the policyholder 
participates in a share of a clearly identified pool of underlying 
items

Questions:
• Do traditional products with profitsharing quailify – assuming

HU law for profitsharing (w/o any specific terms&conditions
attached)?

• Is timing of the enforceable payment important? 
• Shall payment itself or only link to an underlying item be 

enforceable?

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 1 – Interpretation questions



Criteria 2: the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an 
amount equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns 
on the underlying items

„Substantial share”
The assessment is not made on a period by period basis but rather 
over the duration of the group of insurance contracts and on a 
present value probability-weighted average basis, not a best or worst 
outcome basis. [§ B107]

No threshold is defined in the standard, may require market best
practice judgements.
The standard has an example of a product containing a guaranteed 
minimum return: the criterion is fulfilled if there are sufficient 
scenarios in which the fair value return on the underlying items are 
expected to exceed the guaranteed return. [§ B108]

Ref.: B107-108

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 2 - Standard



Criteria 2: the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an 
amount equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns 
on the underlying items

„Fair value return”
The fair value methodology is consistent with the fair value approach 
of IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement and of common insurance 
industry practices.

„…the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer 
a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at 
the measurement date.” (paragraph 9 of IFRS 13)

Ref.: IFRS13

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 2 - Standard



Criteria 2: the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an 
amount equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns 
on the underlying items

Questions:
• How to determine the fair value of underlying items accounted for: 

at book value or amortized cost? 
 Expectations need to be assessed over the duration of the contracts, 

and therefore returns based on amortised cost measurement might 
equal returns based on fair value of the underlying items over that 
duration

Ref.: TRG February 2018 AP7/S26

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 2 - Interpretation questions



Criteria 2: the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an 
amount equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns 
on the underlying items

Questions:
• When shall the assessement of substantial share take place?

May depend on the approach
 Inception date: full retrospective, modified retro (data av.), 

fair value (free choice)
 Transition date: modified retro (no data av.), fair value (free choice)
 BUT: for products with invetsment guarantee (TRAD  and UL) 

change in market environment may imply eligibility at inception, 
not passing at transition

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 2 - Interpretation questions



Criteria 2: the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an 
amount equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns 
on the underlying items

Questions:
• How shall scenarios be defined for the present value calculation?

 Stochastic calculations for grey area products
 Deterministic calculation with real world scenarios for others
 Historical experience vs future expectations

• What elements shall be considered as „shared”?
• E.g. investment guarantee, invetsment expenses/risk fee

deductions
• What shall be the basis of sharing?

• E.g. Premium or invested amount?

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 2 - Interpretation questions



Criteria 2: the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an 
amount equal to a substantial share of the fair value returns 
on the underlying items

VFA Eligibility criteria

Questions:
• How to determine shared part?

e.g. check how much return is shared:
(Total part of fair value returns expected to be paid to the policyholder) 
/  (Total fair value returns on underlying items)

• Will UL with significant fee deduction, UL/TRAD with investment
guarantees products pass substantial share criteria?

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 2 - Interpretation questions



Criteria 3: the entity expects a substantial proportion of any 
change in the amounts to be paid to the policyholder to vary 
with the change in fair value of the underlying items

„Substantial proportion” and „Fair value return”
See same comments and questions as for Criteria 2

Ref.: B107-108, IFRS13

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 3 - Standard



Criteria 3: the entity expects a substantial proportion of any 
change in the amounts to be paid to the policyholder to vary 
with the change in fair value of the underlying items

Questions:
How shall „any change” be interpreted?
 change in the variable payments to the policyholder relative to 

the total variable portion of the change
e.g. change in policyholder benefits / change in return 

under alternative scenarios
 the total cash flows that the entity expects to pay to the 

policyholder (and not “any change” in the amount to be paid). 
i.e. check whether investment part is relevant

VFA Eligibility criteria
Criteria 3 – Interpretation questions



Additional considerations
Other VFA specifics



Mutualisation

• When calculating the value of expected cash flows, an allowance can be 
made for cash flows originating from contracts in other groups, not just 
cash flows arising solely from contracts in that group.  

• Similarly, when doing this calculation, cash flows implicitly transferred to 
other groups are to be excluded.  This ability assumes that profit from the 
donor group has not already been released.

Questions: 

• How does this effect products with PS?

• How will fair value return in Criteria 2 and 3 be evaluated for these
contracts? 
e.g. if government bonds are HTM

Additional considerations
Mutualisation

Ref.: B68-71, B103



Additional considerations
VFA concept

VFA concept:
Insurance contracts under VFA are substantially asset management contracts

A                L

Fixed benefits

Benefits, that vary with the

value of the underlying items

Ref.: B104

Pay the fair value of the 
investment portfolio

A variable fee in 
exchange for the services 

provided

MINUS

Obligation to the policyholder

Variable fee



Additional considerations
VFA concept

Components of variable fee
FVUI – FCF = FVUI entity’s share – FCF non-variable

Ref.: B104

CSM

Best estimate

(„BE”)

Risk 

adjustment

Fair Value

Underlying

Items („FVUI”)

Variable part of 

CF’s

FVUI 

policy holder

Best estimate & 

RA

FVUI

enity’s share

CSM

FCF 

non variable 

CF’s incl RA

Variable fee at

inception



Additional considerations
VFA concept

Components of variable fee
FVUI – FCF = FVUI entity’s share – FCF non-variable

Variable Fee
Component

Entity’s share in FVUI Non-variable FCFs

Pure UL PV claims, release of reserves 
and risk premium 

PV of expense loadings and 
allocated expenses

Risk adjustment

UL with
guarantee

PV claims, release of reserves 
and risk premium 

PV of expense loadings and 
allocated expenses

Risk adjustment
Price of guarantee and charges

TRAD with PS PV claims, release of reserves 
and risk premium 

Risk adjustment
Price of guarantee and charges
PV of expense loadings and 
allocated expenses



VFA vs GMM

• Initial recognition is the same as in GMM, only subsequent recognition differs

Additional considerations
VFA concept

CSM treatment BBA/GMM VFA

Changes in economic
assumptions

Reported in P&L or 
OCI

CSM is adjusted for the 
changes in variable fee*

Changes in operating 
assumptions

Future coverage: adjust the CSM
Past or current services: recognized in P&L

Interest accretion Accreted at locked in 
rate

Accretion at current 
rate implicitly 

*unless risk mitigation measures, as defined by the standard are in place and the company opt 
for not recognising the changes in the CSM



VFA application

• VFA’s aim is reduce volatility in P&L by adjusting the CSM for financial
market changes
This can lead to a mismatch between assets and liabilities.

• VFA can help in balancing the amount of other comprehensive income (OCI) 
between assets and liabilities at transition. 
If the underlying items as specified in the insurance contracts (assets) are 
held on the balance sheet, the amount of OCI on the liabilities is equal to the 
OCI on the assets

Additional considerations
VFA concept



VFA Products in scope
Market overview



Non-eligible

• No participation feature e.g. NL, group life

• Reinsurance contracts

Eligible

• Separate account based products w/o guarantees

e.g. UL w/o guarantees

Questionable

• Separate account based products with guarantees

• Endowments, term with profitsharing

>> depending on market rates/ level of guarantee

at inception market rates probably expected to exceed the guarantee

at transition it may change (e.g. for acquired business measured at trans.)

>> difference in product versions/vintages

VFA Products in scope
General expectations



Belgium

• Criteria 1: enforceability shall represent not the payment rather the link 
to the underlying items (esp. UvL)

Romania

• Criteria 1: for TRAD with PS insurers are usually  able to change the asset 
allocation at any time, also just prior to the calculation of the share in the 
profit >> PS is discretionary and not enforceable by the policyholder

Czech

• Criteria 2, 3: due to significant rider sales after inception difference
expected not only per vintage/TIR , but also per rider share group

VFA Products in scope
Country specific interpretations



Hungary – MABISZ survey ( Oct 2018)

• No consent whether GMM or VFA preferred to be applied for TRAD with PS

• Can depend on: group preference, IFRS17 project proceeding status

Canada, Singapore, Denmark (+Scandinavia), Czech, Poland, Spain, Slovenia

• Similar to Hungary, no consent yet, under investigation per each company

• Major impact expected: product characteristics, portfolio composition and 
group preferences

• In Canada the industry wanted to go with GMM, but now re-thinking

• In Czech for TRAD PS mainly the significance of the PS is evaluated for VFA

• The Scandinavian region (including Denmark) rather tends to go with VFA

• Bigger companies in Slovenia also tend to prefer VFA

VFA Products in scope
Country specific interpretations



Germany, France, UK

• As much as possible use VFA. 

• Due to: type of profit sharing (sometimes ring fenced and mostly clearly 
embedded in legislation) and mutualization

VFA Products in scope
Country specific interpretations



VFA – Appendix
References to IFRS17 Standard



2 An entity shall consider its substantive rights and obligations, whether 

they arise from a contract, law or regulation, when applying IFRS 17. A 

contract is an agreement between two or more parties that creates 

enforceable rights and obligations. Enforceability of the rights and 

obligations in a contract is a matter of law. Contracts can be written, oral 

or implied by an entity’s customary business practices. Contractual terms 

include all terms in a contract, explicit or

implied, but an entity shall disregard terms that have no commercial 

substance (ie no discernible effect on the economics of the contract). 

Implied terms in a contract include those imposed by law or regulation. 

The practices and processes for establishing contracts with customers 

vary across legal jurisdictions, industries and entities. In addition, they 

may vary within an entity (for example, they may depend on the class of 

customer or the nature of the promised goods or services).

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



Appendix A - Defined terms

Insurance contract with direct participation features

An insurance contract for which, at inception:

(a) the contractual terms specify that the policyholder participates in a share of 

a clearly identified pool of underlying items;

(b) the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an amount equal to a 

substantial share of the fair value returns on the underlying items; and 

(c) the entity expects a substantial proportion of any change in the amounts to 

be paid to the policyholder to vary with the change in fair value of the 

underlying items.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



Appendix B

Application guidance

B101 Insurance contracts with direct participation features are insurance 

contracts that are substantially investment-related service contracts under 

which an entity promises an investment return based on underlying items. 

Hence, they are defined as insurance contracts for which:

(a) the contractual terms specify that the policyholder participates in a share of 

a clearly identified pool of underlying items (see paragraphs B105–B106);

(b) the entity expects to pay to the policyholder an amount equal to a

substantial share of the fair value returns on the underlying items (see

paragraph B107); and

(c) the entity expects a substantial proportion of any change in the amounts to 

be paid to the policyholder to vary with the change in fair value of the

underlying items (see paragraph B107).

B102 An entity shall assess whether the conditions in paragraph B101 are met 

using its expectations at inception of the contract and shall not reassess the 

conditions afterwards, unless the contract is modified, applying paragraph 72.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B103 To the extent that insurance contracts in a group affect the cash flows to 

policyholders of contracts in other groups (see paragraphs B67–B71), an 

entity shall assess whether the conditions in paragraph B101 are met by 

considering the cash flows that the entity expects to pay the policyholders 

determined applying paragraphs B68–B70.

B67 Some insurance contracts affect the cash flows to policyholders of other

contracts by requiring:

(a) the policyholder to share with policyholders of other contracts the returns on 

the same specified pool of underlying items; and

(b) either:

(i) the policyholder to bear a reduction in their share of the returns on the 

underlying items because of payments to policyholders of other contracts that 

share in that pool, including payments arising under guarantees made to 

policyholders of those other contracts; or

(ii) policyholders of other contracts to bear a reduction in their share of returns on 

the underlying items because of payments to the policyholder, including 

payments arising from guarantees made to the policyholder.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B68 Sometimes, such contracts will affect the cash flows to policyholders of

contracts in other groups. The fulfilment cash flows of each group reflect the

extent to which the contracts in the group cause the entity to be affected by

expected cash flows, whether to policyholders in that group or to policyholders

in another group. Hence the fulfilment cash flows for a group:

(a) include payments arising from the terms of existing contracts to

policyholders of contracts in other groups, regardless of whether those

payments are expected to be made to current or future policyholders;

and

(b) exclude payments to policyholders in the group that, applying (a), have

been included in the fulfilment cash flows of another group.

B69 For example, to the extent that payments to policyholders in one group are

reduced from a share in the returns on underlying items of CU350 to CU250

because of payments of a guaranteed amount to policyholders in another group,

the fulfilment cash flows of the first group would include the payments of

CU100 (ie would be CU350) and the fulfilment cash flows of the second group

would exclude CU100 of the guaranteed amount.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B70 Different practical approaches can be used to determine the fulfilment cash

flows of groups of contracts that affect or are affected by cash flows to

policyholders of contracts in other groups. In some cases, an entity might be able 

to identify the change in the underlying items and resulting change in the cash 

flows only at a higher level of aggregation than the groups. In such cases, the 

entity shall allocate the effect of the change in the underlying items to each group 

on a systematic and rational basis.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B104 The conditions in paragraph B101 ensure that insurance contracts with 

direct participation features are contracts under which the entity’s obligation to 

the policyholder is the net of: 

(a) the obligation to pay the policyholder an amount equal to the fair value of the

underlying items; and

(b) a variable fee (see paragraphs B110–B118) that the entity will deduct from (a)

in exchange for the future service provided by the insurance contract, comprising: 

(i) the entity’s share of the fair value of the underlying items; less

(ii) fulfilment cash flows that do not vary based on the returns on underlying 

items.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B105 A share referred to in paragraph B101(a) does not preclude the existence 

of the entity’s discretion to vary the amounts paid to the policyholder. However, 

the link to the underlying items must be enforceable (see paragraph 2).

B106 The pool of underlying items referred to in paragraph B101(a) can 

comprise any items, for example a reference portfolio of assets, the net assets 

of the entity, or a specified subset of the net assets of the entity, as long as they 

are clearly identified by the contract. An entity need not hold the identified pool 

of underlying items. However, a clearly identified pool of underlying items does

not exist when:

(a) an entity can change the underlying items that determine the amount of the 

entity’s obligation with retrospective effect; or

(b) there are no underlying items identified, even if the policyholder could be

provided with a return that generally reflects the entity’s overall performance

and expectations, or the performance and expectations of a subset of assets

the entity holds. An example of such a return is a crediting rate or dividend

payment set at the end of the period to which it relates. In this case, the

obligation to the policyholder reflects the crediting rate or dividend amounts the 

entity has set, and does not reflect identified underlying items.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B107 Paragraph B101(b) requires that the entity expects a substantial share of 

the fair value returns on the underlying items will be paid to the policyholder

and paragraph B101(c) requires that the entity expects a substantial proportion

of any change in the amounts to be paid to the policyholder to vary with the

change in fair value of the underlying items. An entity shall:

(a) interpret the term ‘substantial’ in both paragraphs in the context of the

objective of insurance contracts with direct participation features being

contracts under which the entity provides investment-related services and is 

compensated for the services by a fee that is determined by reference to the 

underlying items; and

(b) assess the variability in the amounts in paragraphs B101(b) and B101(c):

(i) over the duration of the group of insurance contracts; and

(ii) on a present value probability-weighted average basis, not a best or 

worst outcome basis (see paragraphs B37–B38).

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B108 For example, if the entity expects to pay a substantial share of the fair 

value returns on underlying items, subject to a guarantee of a minimum return, 

there will be scenarios in which: 

(a) the cash flows that the entity expects to pay to the policyholder vary with 

the changes in the fair value of the underlying items because the guaranteed 

return and other cash flows that do not vary based on the returns on underlying 

items do not exceed the fair value return on the underlying items; and

(b) the cash flows that the entity expects to pay to the policyholder do not vary 

with the changes in the fair value of the underlying items because the 

guaranteed return and other cash flows that do not vary based on the returns 

on underlying items exceed the fair value return on the underlying items.

The entity’s assessment of the variability in paragraph B101(c) for this example 

will reflect a present value probability-weighted average of all these scenarios.

B109 Reinsurance contracts issued and reinsurance contracts held cannot be 

insurance contracts with direct participation features for the purposes of 

IFRS17.

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard



B115 To the extent that an entity meets the conditions in paragraph B116, it 

may choose not to recognise a change in the contractual service margin to 

reflect some or all of the changes in the effect of financial risk on the entity’s 

share of the underlying items (see paragraph B112) or the fulfilment cash flows 

set out in paragraph B113(b).

B116 To apply paragraph B115, an entity must have a previously documented

risk-management objective and strategy for using derivatives to mitigate

financial risk arising from the insurance contracts and, in applying that

objective and strategy:

(a) the entity uses a derivative to mitigate the financial risk arising from the

insurance contracts.

(b) an economic offset exists between the insurance contracts and the

derivative, ie the values of the insurance contracts and the derivative generally 

move in opposite directions because they respond in a similar way to the 

changes in the risk being mitigated. An entity shall not consider accounting 

measurement differences in assessing the economic offset.

(c) credit risk does not dominate the economic offset..

VFA – Appendix: 
References to IFRS17 Standard
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3. Egyéb részletek

4. VaR konfidencia szint egyenértékes
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Kockázati kiigazítás
Nem pénzügyi kockázatokra

Ellentételezés, ami közömbössé teszi az 
entitást az alábbi két kötelezettség 

teljesítésében
.

Kockázati 

kiigazítás

Egy bizonytalan 

kötelezettség

Fix pénzáramok, 

azonos várható 

értékkel

Ismétlés: bemutatva a 

2017-es Őszi Iskolán

Ref.: §B87



Elvárt Tulajdonságok
Kockázati kiigazítás nem pénzügyi kockázatokra

Ritka, nagy hatású 
> gyakori, kis 

hatású kockázat

Hosszabb tartam = 
nagyobb kockázati 
kiigazítás, hasonló 
kockázatok esetén

Szélesebb 
káreloszlás = 

nagyobb kockázati 
kiigazítás

Minél kevesebb 
ismert a becsült 

értékről és 
trendjéről, annál 

nagyobb

Csökken, 
amennyire a 
tapasztalatok 
csökkentik a 

bizonytalanságot

Ismétlés: bemutatva a 

2017-es Őszi Iskolán

Ref.: §B91



Számítási módszerek

Nincs előírt módszer  elvárt tulajdonságok (előző dia)

Az entitás preferenciáit kell tükröznie 

például a termékárazás során jelenhetnek meg expliciten ezek a 
preferenciák

Elvárt minimális profitabilitást is tartalmaz (stabil, versengő 
piacon)

Tipikus  módszerek a következő diákon

Ref.: §37



Számítási módszerek
Tőkeköltség (CoC)

Idő

Tőke-

szükséglet

PV

PV

PV

Kockázati 

kiigazítás

Entitás specifikus
- Tőkeköltség ráta
- Tőkeszükséglet
- Diverzifikáció

Nincs előírt módszer 
IFRS 17-ben



• A kötelezettség eloszlását ismerni kell 
a számításhoz

• A magyar piacon csak sztenderd 
formulát használnak Szolvencia II-
ben a tőkeszükséglet 
meghatározására 

Itthon általában nem ismert az 
eloszlás, így a VaR módszert 
várhatóan kevesen alkalmazzák 
majd

Számítási módszerek
Konfidencia szint (VaR)

PV cash flow

VaR módszer

Sűrűség függvény

Biztosítási kötelezettség

Várható érték

Value at Risk

Kockázati 

kiigazítás

(Adott p 

konfidencia szint 

mellett)

Nincs előírt módszer 
IFRS 17-ben



Számítási módszerek
Egyéb módszerek

Feltételes konfidencia szint (TVaR)

• Szélsőségesen elnyúló eloszlásoknál kedvezőbb tulajdonságokkal 
rendelkezik (koherens kockázati mérték)

• Ismerni kell a kötelezettség eloszlását

Explicit marzs a a feltevésekben:

• A kockázati kiigazítás a legjobb becslésű és a konzervatív 
feltevésekkel számolt kötelezettség különbsége

• Nem szükséges a kötelezettség eloszlásának (pontos) ismerete

Nincs előírt módszer 
IFRS 17-ben



Mit kell figyelembe venni a kockázati kiigazítás meghatározásánál, főleg 
egy biztosító csoport esetén?
„Because the risk adjustment for non-financial risk reflects the compensation the entity would 
require for bearing non-financial risk arising from the uncertain amount and timing of the cash 
flows, the risk adjustment for non-financial risk also reflects:
(a) the degree of diversification benefit the entity includes when determining the compensation 
it requires for bearing that risk; […]”  [§B88]

Ref.: §37, Appendix A, §B87, §B88, §BC211, §BC213

Hogyan is értelmezzük a fentieket?  TRG 2018 May Paper [AP02]
„[…] Therefore, the degree of risk diversification that occurs at a level that is higher than the 
entity level is required to be considered in the determination of the risk adjustment for non-
financial risk if, and only if, it is considered when determining the compensation the entity 
would require for bearing non-financial risk related to insurance contracts issued by the entity.

[…]” [§19]  Meg kell győződni róla, hogy a diverzifikációs hatás ugyanazon a 

szinten van figyelembe véve, mint ahol az árazás történik
,,[…] In making that decision the entity chooses what factors to consider, including whether or 
not to consider the degree of risk diversification benefit available to the group of entities. 
Therefore, the staff view is that for a group of insurance contracts, the risk adjustment for non-
financial risk at the consolidated group level is the same as the risk adjustment for non-

financial risk at the individual entity level. […]” [§21]  Az additivitásnak teljesülnie kell

Egyéb részletek
Diverzifikáció



Egyéb részletek
Releváns kockázatok, megbontás (disaggregation)

Releváns kockázatok: 

A biztosítási szerződésből származó nem-pénzügyi kockázatokat kell 
tükröznie.  Nem vehető figyelembe:

• Pénzügyi kockázatok

• Általános operációs kockázatok

Választási lehetőség: Megbontás (disaggregation)

• Az eredmény kimutatásban (P&L) nem kötelező a kockázati 
kiigazítás változását megbontani pénzügyi és biztosítási 
szolgáltatási eredményre

• Ha nincs megbontva, akkor a teljes változás a biztosítási 
szolgáltatási eredményben szerepel

Ref.: §81 §B86, §B89



VaR konfidencia szint egyenértékes
Kötelező elem a Beszámolóban

A Beszámolónak tartalmaznia kell a kockázati kiigazítás 
számításához használt konfidencia szintet

Ha nem konfidencia szint (VaR) módszert használt az entitás

az alkalmazott módszernek megfelelő konfidencia 
szintet kell megadni

Hogyan határozható meg ez a konfidencia szint 
egyenértékes?

Ref.: §119, §B92



Milyen ‚best practice’ gyakorlati megoldások alkalmazhatóak?
1. Életbiztosítás: sztochasztikus modellezés, stb.
2. Nem-élet biztosítás: bootstrapping, Mack-módszer, stb.

Milyen nehézségek merülhetnek fel a fentiekkel kapcsolatban?
• a biztosító korábban nem alkalmazott sztochasztikus modellezést, hiányzik a 

megfelelő szoftver/tudás, vagy ha alkalmazott is, akkor is csak a pénzügyi 
kockázatokra,

• kis portfólió kevés és volatilis adatokkal,
• nem lenne költséghatékony.

Lehetséges (?) egyszerűsített megoldás:
1. Tegyünk fel egy jól ismert kétparaméteres eloszlást – vajon a kötelezettségek 

tényleg jól ismert eloszlást követnek?
2. Tegyük fel, hogy a meghatározott ,best estimate’ a várható érték
3. Tegyük fel, hogy az SII SCR (RM-hez használt) a 99,5. percentilisnek felel 

meg – az SII SCRrm csak egy éves időtartamra vonatkozik
4. Határozzuk meg a BE+RA-hoz tartozó percentilist az előző három pont 

felhasználásával

Ref.: §119, §B92

VaR konfidencia szint egyenértékes
Nehézségek, gyakorlati megközelítés
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